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Meet Jupiter, King of the Planets. Jupiter is so big that all of the other
planets could ﬁt inside of it. With its faint rings and more than sixty
moons, this gas giant has an atmosphere made up of shifting clouds
and raging storms. Jupiter explores these planetary features and is
full of many other fascinating facts. Learn about new discoveries,
innovative technologies, and incredible explorations that have given
us many answers to our questions about outer space. So come along
on this incredible journey through Space!
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Exploring Jupiter
Long before the invention of telescopes or the age of space
exploration, many people knew there were other planets besides
Earth. The word “planet” comes from the Greek language and
means “wanderer.” To ancient observers of the heavens, the ﬁve
known planets were wandering objects. Unlike stars, the planets
shone with a steady light and changed their positions throughout the year. The largest of the known planets seemed to rule the
night sky. The ancient Romans called this planet Jupiter, their
name for the king of gods. It is a ﬁtting name for the largest and
most powerful planet in our Solar System.
Nobody knows exactly when Jupiter was discovered. However,
scientists and historians do know that the Italian astronomer
Galileo discovered Jupiter’s four largest moons. In 1610, he

A NASA drawing shows what Pioneer 10 would look like when it
passed by Jupiter in 1973.
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In Greek mythology,
the king of gods
was known as Zeus.
However, the ancient
Romans’ king of gods,
Jupiter, was used as
the ofﬁcial name
for the largest and
most powerful planet
in our Solar System.

spotted four objects hovering near the planet. He saw that these
four objects were moving along with Jupiter. After several weeks
had passed, Galileo realized they were actually moons in orbit
around Jupiter. Many scientists think that Galileo’s discovery
was one of the most important in the history of astronomy.
Galileo published his ﬁndings in a book known in English as
the Starry Messenger. Religious authorities who read Galileo’s
book thought his ideas went against religious teachings. This
did not stop Galileo from continuing his scientiﬁc work. But a
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rival astronomer, Simon Marius, claimed that he had discovered
the moons of Jupiter one month before Galileo. The question
over which man had been the ﬁrst to spot these moons became
one of the earliest controversies involving Jupiter.
Simon Marius might have
been right. But because
he did not publish his
ﬁndings until much later,
the credit goes to Galileo.
However, Marius gave
names to Jupiter’s four
largest moons. Galileo
had wanted to number
them I through I V, using
Roman numerals. In 1614
Marius came up with
names from mythology.
He called three of the
moons Io, Callisto, and
Europa. These were the
names of three Roman
Around 1613, Galileo made
these drawings to show his
goddesses or nymphs.
observations of Jupiter’s moons.
Jupiter, the lord of the
gods, was supposed to
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have loved all three. Marius called the fourth moon Ganymede,
the name of a handsome young prince in Greek mythology. The
moons’ names are still in use today.

EXPLORING THE PLANET
Four centuries passed before scientists attempted a serious
study of Jupiter. In the 1960s astronomers knew that our Solar
System’s largest planets were coming into alignment. This meant
that the orbits of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune would
put them in line with each other. It was an ideal time to attempt
a mission to all four planets. The alignment would start to fade
by the end of the 1970s, and would not happen again for another
176 years.
The biggest challenge for scientists was to design a spacecraft
that could reach all four planets before the alignment had ended.
A University of California in Los Angeles graduate student named
Michael Minovitch came up with a way to do just that. His plan
was to use the gravity of each planet as a source of energy
to power the spacecraft. The gravitational force would act like
a slingshot, propelling the craft further along its way, at an
increased speed. After visiting Neptune, the outermost planet,
the craft would leave our Solar System forever and disappear
into interstellar space. In 1965, another graduate student, Gary
Flandro, came up with a slightly different plan. He called it the
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